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Changing Technologies are Shifting 
Cognitive Demands
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 Changing Technologies
 Positive Train Control

 Energy Management Systems

 New communication technologies

 Places Greater Demands on
 Monitoring

 Supervising automated systems

 Communicating and coordinating

 Handling unanticipated situations

 Changes Roles and Responsibilities



FRA-Sponsored Railway Worker 
Cognitive Task Analyses (CTAs)
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 Objective:
 Identify cognitive activities that could be supported more effectively 

through advanced technologies.

 Anticipate new sources of cognitive demands and complexities that the 
new technologies might pose. 

 Identify features of existing environment that contribute to effective 
performance.

 Employed multiple converging methods:
 Structured interviews, typically conducted in ‘focus group’ sessions
 Field observations
 Multiple stake-holder perspectives
 Multiple sites: Different railroads, Different geographic 

characteristics 



Focus of Observations and Interviews 

 Factors in the current environment that contribute to 
performance difficulties and errors;

 Skills and strategies that expert practitioners have 
developed to avoid or catch errors;

 Opportunities to enhance performance or improve safety 
through:
 Improved design of new or existing technologies
 new forms of training

 Potential new problems that could emerge with the 
introduction of new technologies. 



CTA Findings: Locomotive Engineer and 
Conductor Function as a Joint Cognitive System

 Conductors and Locomotive Engineers 
jointly contribute cognitive activities 
required to operate the train safely 
and efficiently.

 PTC technology can replace some but 
not all the cognitive support functions 
that  conductors provide:
 Monitor events outside the cab window

 Fill knowledge gaps that locomotive 
engineers may have

 Support planning and problem solving

 Handle unanticipated events 

 Keep the locomotive engineer alert



Safe and Efficient Railroad Operations 
Rely on Distributed Teams

CTA Finding:  Importance of Maintaining Common Ground



CTA Findings: Challenges for Maintaining 
Common Ground

 Delays and unscheduled trains – can make predicting 
when a train will come through and on which track 
challenging for roadway workers.

 Not all roadway work is scheduled ahead of time 
making it difficult for trains to predict where roadway 
worker crews will be.

 Location of roadway workers is not instrumented – so 
dispatchers have to rely on radio communication.

 Radio communication is unreliable (dead spots; noisy 
signals; radio traffic congestion)



CTA Findings: Variety of Proactive Strategies 
for Maintaining Common  Ground



Informal Cooperative Communication 
Practices 

 Dispatchers will call roadway workers to alert them to trains –
particularly unscheduled trains or trains from an unexpected 
direction.

 Train crews will call other trains to let them know of roadway 
worker groups on the track.

 Roadway workers on hi-rail cars will call roadway workers to 
alert them to trains heading their way.

 These informal strategies are referred to as ‘courtesies’ 
 They contribute to overall safety by enhancing shared situation 

awareness of location of roadway workers and trains.



Selected Conclusions: Opportunities to Improve 
Communication & Enhance Common Ground

 Digital communication technology can be used to 
overcome limitations of analog radio
 More reliable communication
 Asynchronous communication
 Broadcast capability – to preserve ‘party-line’ feature

 GPS technology combined with graphics display 
technology can be used to enhance shared awareness 
of location and activities of roadway workers and 
trains in a given vicinity.



Summary and Conclusions
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 CTAs provide a powerful tool to identify:
 Sources of resilience and contributors to safety
 Requirements for effective support 

 CTAs can contribute to successful technology 
implementation:
 Mitigate the risk of design failures by promoting a more 

complete understanding of needs and design challenges;
 Guide mid-course design corrections and lay the 

groundwork for next-generation system development. 

 CTAs can contribute to training development



Relevant References: Railroad CTA
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